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A beautifully presented Top Floor duplex apartment, offering in excess of 790 sqft of internal living
accommodation. Comprised within a charming Victorian terraced house on a sought-after road in Queen's
Park, the property offers a fantastic opportunity to acquire a thoughtfully arranged apartment in an enviable
location.
The apartment boasts a pragmatic arrangement that maximises the available square footage absolutely. The
current owners have achieved a contemporary aesthetic that is sympathetic to the original character of the
building, incorporating features such as hardwood strip flooring (which is prevalent throughout) and exposed
brickwork. There are also a number of exquisite hand crafted fittings and fixtures that exacerbate the
exceptionality of the space.
There is a sizeable double bedroom at the rear which offers an abundance of in-built storage space. A fully
equipped tiled kitchen is situated in the midriff, while a three piece bathroom is situated off of the staircase. The

£499,950 Leasehold

Third Floor is particularly impressive, offering a 19ft
open-plan living/dining area. This space is abundant in
natural light throughout the day owing to a panoramic
window that offers picturesque views to the North.
There is scope to extend this space (in line with
neighbouring properties) outward to increase the
property's square footage (STPP).
The property occupies a commanding position on
Victoria Road, and is situated roughly equidistant
from both Queen's Park and Kilburn, meaning a
purchaser can enjoy the independent charm of
Queen's Park in addition to the amenities of Kilburn
High Road. Local transport links include Queen's
Park (Bakerloo), Brondesbury Park (Overground)
and Kilburn (Jubilee).

• A beautifully presented Top Floor duplex apartment.
• Offers 552 sqft of internal living accommodation
(excluding limited use areas).
• Comprises 1 double bedroom, 1 bathroom and 1
reception.
• Boasts a thoughtful arrangement that maximises the
space.
• Offered with a LONG LEASE.
• COUNCIL TAX BAND: C (Brent)
• Close to the amenities of Queen's Park and Kilburn.
• Picturesque rooftop views.
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